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Fukuoka LC meeting 
The ILD talk in the Fukuoka meeting will be given by Masakasu. After the meeting his availablily for 
this talk has been confirmed.  
The agenda of the ILD meeting during the Fukuoka meeting is under construction. Details will be 
updated on the ILD meeting indico page: https://agenda.linearcollider.org/event/7901/ 
 
Currently the following groups have scheduled topical meetings on Saturday:  

- Technical group 
- Software group 
- Physics group 

 

The ILD Document 
 
We hope to have a technical system for the document and for contributing to the document in place 
by the Fukuoka meeting. Candidates are overleaf to manage the latex document, or the svn based 
system which was used for past documents. Everyone is invited to make suggestions how to best 
manage the document.  
The conveners of the ILD groups are the natural candidates for editors for the relevant sections. The 
names however need to be confirmed, but we should try to define the editorial team rather soon.  
The input document for the European Strategy is a different thing, and will need a separate (and 
smaller) editorial team.  
Claude submitted a document by the technical group on a more detailed structure of the document, 
which will serve as an excellent starting point. We encourage the physics and the software group to 
try to put together a skeleton of the document along the same lines.  

  

  
We will organize a ILD phone meeting on May 9. After the meeting is was agreed with the software 

and physics group to start the ILD meeting at 13:00 hour, to be followed by the regular analysis 

meeting at 14:00 hours. Due to several holidays and other constraints there will be no ET meeting in 

the week of May 7. The next ET meeting will be on Wednesday, May 16, at 13:00 hours.  

https://agenda.linearcollider.org/event/7901/

